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PRESS RELEASE Stockholm, 21 August 2013 

 

Lars Kry leaves Proffice AB 
After five years as CEO, Lars Kry is leaving his position at Proffice. Efforts to find his 
successor have been initiated, and Kry will continue in his role until his successor starts. 

”I have had the enormous privilege to lead and guide Proffice into a strong position in the Nordics, and 
to lead the team that developed the strong corporate culture and innovative driving force that Proffice 
has today,” says Lars Kry. ”This is the right time for me to hand over the company to a successor, who 
can use their new insight and energy to raise the company to the next level.” 

”During his time at Proffice, Lars doubled revenues despite major challenges, and today Proffice holds 
a strong market position,” says chairman of the Board Lars Murman. ”As Proffice enters a new 
strategic phase, we are looking at the future with optimism.” 

 

Lars Kry was hired by Proffice in January 2006 and quickly assumed responsibility for temporary 
staffing and recruitment services in Sweden. In April 2008 he was appointed Group Vice President, 
and he assumed the role of CEO in November of the same year. 

 

For more information, contact 
Lars Kry, CEO, Proffice AB, +46 73 980 16 77, lars.kry@proffice.com 
Lars Murman, Chairman of the Board, Proffice AB, +46 73 980 16 77 
 

 

This is a translation from Swedish. In the event of any discrepancies between the Swedish and the 
translation, the former shall have precedence. 

 

Proffice is the specialised flexible staffing company with more than 10,000 employees in the Nordic region. 
We provide temporary staffing, recruitment services, and outplacement. Proffice is listed on the NASDAQ 
OMX Stockholm, Mid Cap. www.proffice.com 
 

Proffice Aktiebolag discloses the information provided herein pursuant to the Securities Markets Act 
and/or the Financial Instruments Trading Act. The information was submitted for publication at 7.55 
AM on 21 August 2013. 


